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OPENING UP - BY NEW OLD FRIENDS

INT. THE LADS WAIT - DAY

Shot 1 - Close up on a cigarette in shaky hand. Follow 
shaky hand to mouth, long drag and whilst exhaling pan 
back to ELLIS' face. Scene intercut between the two 
faces.

ELLIS
Shit.

WYLIE
You're telling me shit.

ELLIS
I really thought that would work.

WYLIE
Do you know what? I'm not 
suprised it didn't.

ELLIS
What do you mean? You said it 
was worth a shot.

WYLIE
It was worth a shot. Anything in 
the world is worth a shot right 
now, but I've got to be honest 
and say that selling off our 
internal organs on a time share 
basis never seemed like it would 
provide the necessary cash. We 
are fucked.

ELLIS
Yup. Totally fucked.

WYLIE
We could run?

ELLIS
Did you not hear what happend to 
the last guy that ran from him?

WYLIE
What?
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CONTINUED

ELLIS
Well, he took his 9 iron to the 
blokes knees and the driver to 
his bollocks. They say he drove 
the poor fucker's left testy 200 
yards.

WYLIE
Rough.

ELLIS
Nope, clean on the fairway.

WYLIE
Ok, well even if we stay here I 
can't imagine he's going to be 
too pleased with us not having 
his two hundred grand.

ELLIS
Right you are. We could offer to 
work it off for him?

WYLIE
Ellis he sells rent boys. If I 
wanted to get buggered by 
closeted posh blokes I'd join 
the clergy or go to private 
school.

ELLIS
Yeah, right you are. Hang on, 
I've got an idea.

WYLIE
Well after your last one forgive 
me if I don't piss myself with 
excitement just yet.

ELLIS
It's simple. Party organising, 
loads of money in party 
organising.

WYLIE
That might be true, but we owe 

(MORE)
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CONTINUED

WYLIE (cont'd)
the money yesterday. We don't 
exactly have the time to 
organise a shindig for the rich 
and famous do we?

ELLIS
Right you are. What about...

KNOCK AT THE DOOR.

The lads look panicked at each other. Ellis lights 
another cigarrette.

WYLIE
Is that?

ELLIS
Well were you expecting anyone 
else?

KNOCK AT THE DOOR.

ELLIS
You get it.

WYLIE
Why me?

ELLIS
It's your turn.

WYLIE
Is it fuck.

ELLIS
Alright fine. Shotgun not?

WYLIE
Fuck off. Rock, paper scissors. 
On three. As in 1,2,go. Got it?

ELLIS
Right you are.

WYLIE loses.

CONTINUED
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CONTINUED

WYLIE
Shit.

WYLIE leaves ELLIS lights another cigarette, listens.

WYLIE is heard coming back up the stairs and opens the 
door, he's holding a package.

ELLIS
Who was it?

WYLIE
No one there.

ELLIS
Sweet. What's that you're 
holding?

WYLIE
It's from him.

ELLIS
How do you know?

WYLIE
The card saying, "I hope it's 
worth £200,000 fuckcheeses." was 
a bit of a give away.

ELLIS
Right you are. What is it?

WYLIE
HOW THE FUCK WOULD I KNOW?!

ELLIS
Alright calm down. Is it ticking?

WYLIE
Why the fuck would it be ticki- 
do you think it's a bomb?

ELLIS
Well it could be. We did lose 
him two hundred grand.
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CONTINUED

WYLIE
Yeah, but it's a bit much innit? 
We've said sorry and everything.

ELLIS
Didn't your mother ever tell you 
sometimes sorry isn't enough 
Wylie? So?

WYLIE
So what?

ELLIS
Is it bloody ticking?

WYLIE
Oh. No.

ELLIS
Are we going to open it then?

WYLIE
Um...You go.

ELLIS
Not for shit. I'm not playing 
rock, paper scissors either.

WYLIE
Together?

ELLIS
Right you are.

They go to open the package blocking the camera with 
their backs.

BOTH
Shit.

END


